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ABSTRACT
We investigate the degree to which the nearly symmetric form of X-ray emission lines seen in Chandra spectra of
early-type supergiant stars could be explained by the possibly porous nature of their spatially structured stellar winds.
Such porosity could effectively reduce the bound-free absorption of X-rays emitted by embedded wind shocks, and
thus allow a more similar transmission of redshifted and blueshifted emission from the back and front hemispheres,
respectively. To obtain the localized self-shielding that is central to this porosity effect, it is necessary that the indi-
vidual clumps be optically thick. In a medium consisting of clumps of size ‘ and volume filling factor f, we argue that
the general modification in effective opacity should scale approximately aseA  / 1þ cð Þ, where, for a given atomic
opacity  and mean density , the clump optical thickness scales as c ¼ ‘/f . For a simple wind structure param-
eterization in which the ‘‘porosity length’’ h  ‘/f increases with local radius r as h ¼ h0r, we find that a substantial
reduction in wind absorption requires a quite large porosity scale factor, h0k 1, implying large porosity lengths hk r.
The associated wind structure must thus have either a relatively large scale ‘P r, or a small volume filling factor f 
‘/rT1, or some combination of these.We argue that the relatively small-scale,moderate compressions generated by in-
trinsic instabilities in line driving are unlikely to give such large porosity lengths. This raises questions about whether
porosity effects could play a significant role in explaining nearly symmetric X-ray line profiles, leaving the prospect
of instead having to invoke a substantial (approximately a factor of 5) downward revision in the assumed mass-loss
rates.
Subject headinggs: line: profiles — stars: early-type — stars: mass loss — stars: winds, outflows — X-rays: stars
Online material: color figure
1. INTRODUCTION
The high sensitivity and high spectral resolution of spectrom-
eters on the Chandra X-ray observatory have made it possible
to resolve X-ray emission-line profiles from several hot, bright
supergiant stars, e.g.,  Pup,  Ori,  Ori,  Ori,  Ori,  Per, and
Cyg OB2 8A. (For an overview, see the introduction and dis-
cussion sections in Cohen et al. 2006). The general broadness of
these emission lines, with velocity half-widths of1000 km s1,
is generally consistent with the idea that the X-rays are emitted
in the expanding, highly supersonic stellar wind, perhaps from
embedded shocks generated by instabilities associated with the
line driving of the overall wind outflow. However, these profiles
are also generally quite symmetric1 between the red and blue side,
implying a small degree of attenuation of the red-side emis-
sion thought to originate in the back hemisphere relative to the
observer.
In the standard wind-shock picture, the X-ray emission is
believed to come from only a small fraction (<1%) of the gas
(Owocki et al. 1988; Feldmeier 1995; Feldmeier et al. 1997),
with the bulk of the wind consisting of relatively cool material
with a substantial X-ray absorption opacity from bound-free tran-
sitions of helium and heavier ions. With the standard mass-loss
rates for these stars, which are derived from either H	 or free-free
radio emission, the characteristic bound-free optical depths along
a radial ray to the surface are expected to be of the order of 10
or more (Hillier et al. 1993). Since this implies a substantial at-
tenuation of redshifted emission originating from the back hemi-
sphere, the expectedX-ray emission-line profiles have amarkedly
asymmetric form, with a much stronger blue side and a lower,
more attenuated red side (Owocki & Cohen 2001, hereafter
OC).
Within a simple parameterized model, fitting the more sym-
metric observed profiles has thus required a substantial ( a fac-
tor of 5 or more) reduction in the assumed wind mass-loss rates
(Kramer et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 2006). Other recent analyses
(see, e.g., Bouret et al. 2005; Fullerton et al. 2006; Puls et al.
2006, and references therein) have likewise reinforced long-
standing suspicions that traditional wind diagnostics, which gen-
erally depend on processes that scale with the square of the density,
could have substantially overestimated hot-star mass-loss rates, if
(as discussed below) the wind density distribution is strongly
clumped. If confirmed, such radical reductions in mass-loss rates
would have far-reaching consequences for both massive star evo-
lution and the broad influence of windmass loss on the structure of
the interstellar medium.
This paper investigates an alternative scenario in which the
reduction in wind X-ray attenuation might instead result from
a spatially porous nature of the stellar wind. If wind material is
1 Actually, even for stars that have been qualitatively characterized as hav-
ing symmetric X-ray line profiles, quantitative analyses (e.g., Cohen et al. 2006)
show there is both a distinct blueshift in the line centroid and a net skewness in
the profile shape, albeit at levels much less than expected from standard wind
models.
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compressed into localized, optically thick clumps, then redshifted
X-ray emission from the back hemisphere might be more readily
transmitted through the relatively low-density channels or po-
rous regions between the clumps, even without having to invoke
substantial reductions in the overall mass-loss rate.
Feldmeier et al. (2003) and Oskinova et al. (2004) have in fact
examined such effects in quite detailed models that assume a
specific ‘‘pancake’’ form for the dense structures, under the pre-
sumption that these would arise naturally from the strong radial
compressions associated with the intrinsic instability of the line
driving of such hot-star winds. Although one-dimensional simu-
lations of the nonlinear evolution of the instability do lead to
compression into geometrically thin shells (Owocki et al. 1988;
Feldmeier 1995), recent two-dimensional models (Dessart &
Owocki 2003, 2005) suggest the structuremay instead break into
clumps with a similarly small lateral and radial scale. But even
such initial two-dimensional simulations do not yet properly treat
the lateral radiation transport that might couplematerial, and so the
scale, compression level, and degree of anisotropy of instability-
generated structure in a fully consistent three-dimensional model
is still uncertain.
This paper thus develops a simpler parameterized approach
that aims to identify the basic properties needed for porosity to
have a significant effect on the overall attenuation, and in par-
ticular, to allow the near symmetry of observed X-ray emission
profiles. It combines the simple parameterization developed by
OC, which has been successfully applied to derive keywind prop-
erties needed to fit observed X-ray profiles, under the assumption
that absorption follows the usual (nonporous) form for a smooth
wind (Kramer et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 2006), with a simple for-
malism for treating porosity effects, as developed for modeling
continuum-driven mass loss (Owocki et al. 2004).
A key point of our analysis is to distinguish the porosity effect
from the usual treatment of clumping, emphasizing in particular
that porosity depends on the size scale of individual clumps, as
well as the overall level, or filling factor, of the clumpiness, since
forming large porous gaps between structures requires a com-
bination of large clump sizes and/or small filling factors. While
the general presence of clumped structure is often inferred from
comparison of density and density-squared diagnostics (Hillier
& Miller 1998; Puls et al. 2006), observational inference of the
scale size stems largely from the detected level of variability. The
low amplitude of this variability is consistent with a large num-
ber of independent source elements, each of which is thus likely
to have a quite small spatial scale (e.g., St.-Louis et al. 1993;
Eversberg et al. 1998; Le´pine &Moffat 1999; Marchenko et al.
2006). As detailed below, this, together with the small spatial
scale expected theoretically from instability-generatedwind struc-
ture, puts strong constraints on the potential importance of porosity
effects for explaining the symmetric profiles of X-ray emission
lines.
We present here (x 2) simple scalings for the porosity reduc-
tion of effective opacity as a function of the optical thickness c
of individual clumps in a structured flow. For a given mean
density and (microscopic) opacity, we show that this depends on
the ratio of the clump scale ‘ to volume-filling factor f, a quantity
we dub the ‘‘porosity length’’, h  ‘/f . We next apply (x 3) this
scaling for porosity-modified opacity within the spatial integra-
tion for the wind optical depth, showing that, for a physically
reasonable model in which this porosity length is assumed to
increase linearly with local radius as h ¼ h0r, the integral can be
evaluated analytically (assuming also a canonical  ¼ 1 form for
the wind velocity law). We then use (x 4) this analytic optical
depth to compute X-ray emission-line profiles for the simple case
in which the wind X-ray emission has a constant filling factor
above some initial onset radius, set here to R0 ¼ 1:5R, roughly
where instability simulations show the initial appearance of
X-ray emitting shocks, and roughly consistent with values de-
rived by fits to the X-ray data. The discussion section (x 5) then
reviews implications of the key result that obtaining nearly
symmetric profiles from an otherwise optically thick wind re-
quires very large porosity lengths, hk r, a requirement that seems
at odds with the small scale and moderate compression factors
found in instability simulations. The conclusion (x 6) summarizes
these results and briefly discusses the potential for future appli-
cation of our porosity parameterization in spectroscopic analysis
tools.
2. CLUMPING VERSUS POROSITY EFFECTS
IN A STRUCTURED MEDIUM
2.1. Density-Squared Clumping Correction
Before discussing how porosity effects can alter diagnostics
such as bound-free absorption that scale linearly with density,
it is helpful first briefly to review the usual account of how the
clumping of a medium can alter diagnostics that scale with the
square of the density. For example, emission and absorption from
atomic states that arise from recombination, collisional excita-
tion, or free-free processes all depend on the proximate interac-
tion of two constituents, e.g., electrons and ions, and thus scale
with the product of their individual particle density, e.g., neni,
which for a fixed ionization and abundance is simply propor-
tional to the square of the mass density, 2. The effect of spa-
tial structure on such diagnostics is thus traditionally accounted
for in terms of a simple density-squared clumping correction
factor,
Cc  2
 
= h i2; ð1Þ
where the angle brackets denote volume averaging. For exam-
ple, in a simple model in which the medium consists entirely
of clumps of scale ‘ and mass mc that are separated by a mean
distance L3 ‘, the mean density is h i ¼ mc /L3, whereas the
individual clump density is c ¼ mc /‘3 ¼ h i L/‘ð Þ3. Applica-
tion in equation (1) then implies that the clumping correction is
just given by the inverse of the volume filling factor. Note that
the filling factor is defined here as a straight ratio of the char-
acteristic volume of an individual clump to the volume asso-
ciated with the clump separation, i.e., f ¼ ‘3/L3. This should be
distinguished from the commonly defined filling fraction, f 0 
‘3 / ‘3 þ L3ð Þ ¼ f / 1þ fð Þ, which is normalized to vary between
zero and unity,
Cc ¼ 1
f 0
: ð2Þ
For diagnostics of wind mass-loss rate, e.g., Balmer or radio
emission, the associated overestimate in inferred mass-loss rate
scales as M˙  C1=2c  1/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f 0
p
.
A key point here is that this density-squared clumping cor-
rection depends only on the volume filling factor, f ¼ ‘3 /L3, and
not on the scale ‘ of individual clumps. As long as the emission
can escape from each local emitting clump (i.e., the clumps re-
main optically thin), the correction factor thus applies to structure
ranging, for example, from very small-scale instability-generated
turbulence (Dessart & Owocki 2003, 2005), to possible stellar-
scale magnetically-confined loops (ud-Doula & Owocki 2002).
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2.2. Porosity Reduction in Linear-Density Opacity
for Optically Thick Clumps
The attenuation of X-rays emitted within a stellar wind occurs
through bound-free absorption, primarily from the ground state.
Since this is the dominant stage of the absorbing ions, and exists
independent of interaction with other particles, the associated ab-
sorption scales only linearlywith density, with the volume opac-
ity (attenuation per unit length) given by
 ¼ , where the mass
opacity  (mass absorption coefficient) has units of a cross sec-
tion per unit mass, e.g., cm2 g1 in cgs. Such linear-density ab-
sorption is often thought of as being unaffected by clumping.
If, however, we consider the above clump model in the case
where the individual clumps are optically thick, then the ‘‘ef-
fective opacity’’ of the clump ensemble can be written in terms
of the ratio of the physical cross section of the clumps to their
mass,
eA  ‘
2
mc
¼ 
c
; c31: ð3Þ
The latter equality shows that, relative to the atomic opacity ,
this effective opacity is reduced by a factor that scales with the
inverse of the clump optical thickness, c ¼ c‘ ¼  h i‘/f .
The above scaling serves to emphasize a key requirement for
porosity, namely the local self-shielding of material within op-
tically thick clumps, allowing then for a more transparent trans-
mission of radiation through the porous interclump channels.
Note then that the clump optical thickness that determines
the effective opacity reduction depends on the ratio of the clump
scale to the volume filling factor, a quantity that we call the po-
rosity length, h  ‘/f . This represents an essential distinction
between the porosity effect and the usual density-squared clump-
ing correction, which, as noted above, depends only on the vol-
ume filling factor without any dependence on the clump size
scale.
2.3. General Porosity Law Bridging Optically Thin
and Thick Clump Limits
To generalize the above effective opacity to a scaling that
applies to both the optically thick and thin limits, consider that
the effective absorption of clumps is more generally set by the
geometric cross section times a correction for the net absorp-
tion fraction,eA ¼ ‘2 1 exp cð Þ½ . Applying this tomodify the
scaling in equation (3), we obtain a general porosity reduction in
opacity of the form (Owocki et al. 2004),
eA

¼ 1 e
c
c
: ð4Þ
In the optically thick clump limit c31, this gives the reduced
opacity eA /  1/c of equation (3), while in the optically thin
limit cT1, it recovers the atomic opacity eA  .
An even simpler alternative bridging form can be derived by
focusing on the effective mean path length within the medium,
which scales with the inverse of the effective volume opacity,
1/eA h i. Within a model in which such an effective opacity adds
in the inverse of contributing components (much as Rosseland
mean opacity defined for weighting frequency-averaged opacity),
we add the microscopic and clump components of path length
as
1
eA h i ¼
1
 h i þ h; ð5Þ
where we note that the porosity length defined above also de-
fines a mean free path between clumps, h  ‘/f ¼ L3 /‘2. This
scaling solves to a general effective opacity of the form,
eA

¼ 1
1þ c : ð6Þ
This again gives both the correct scalings in the opposite as-
ymptotic limits of optically thin versus thick clumps. For mod-
erately small clump optical depths  P 1, Taylor expansion shows
that the reduction is somewhat steeper for this new mean path
form of equation (6), i.e., as 1 c instead of the slightly weaker
1 c /2 for the absorption scaling of equation (4). But the plot
in Figure 1 shows that both forms have a very similar overall
variation with clump optical depth.
3. POROSITY EFFECT ON WIND OPTICAL DEPTH
The above formalism provides a convenient way to explore the
effect of porosity on wind attenuation of X-ray emission. Our ba-
sic approach here is to generalize the parameterized analysis ofOC
to include the porosity reduction in effective absorption. For the
effective opacity, we choose toworkwith the slightly simplermean
path form of equation (6), which avoids the complicating effects of
the exponential function, with the clump optical thickness correc-
tion only appearing in a single linear term in the denominator.
Following equation (2) of OC, the effective optical depth to a posi-
tion z along a ray with impact parameter p is now written as
teA p; z½  ¼
Z 1
z
 r 0½ 
1þ  r 0½ h r 0½  dz
0; ð7Þ
where [r0] is the smoothed-out mass density at radius r 0 
ð p2 þ z02Þ1/2, and h[r0] is the (possibly radially-dependent) po-
rosity length.
For a steady state wind with a simple  ¼ 1 velocity law of
the form w rð Þ  v rð Þ/v1 ¼ 1 R /rð Þ  y rð Þ, equation (7) be-
comes (cf. eq. [4] of OC)
teA p; z½  ¼ 
Z 1
z
R dz0
r 0 r 0  Rð Þ þ h r 0½  ; ð8Þ
where, as in OC, we have used the mass-loss rate, M˙  4vr2,
to define a characteristic wind optical depth,2   M˙ /4v1R.
Fig. 1.—Comparison of absorption (dashed curve; eq. [4]) and mean path
(solid curve; eq. [6]) scalings of effective opacity in a porous medium, plotted as
a function of clump optical thickness c.
2 Note that in a smoothwindwith a constant velocity v ¼ v1, the radial ( p ¼ 0)
optical depth at radius r would be given simply by t 0; r½  ¼ R/r. Thus in such a
constant-velocity wind, would be the radial optical depth at the surface radius R,
while R1 ¼ R would be the radius of unit radial optical depth.
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As in equation (4) of OC, for rays intersecting the core
( p  R), equation (8) is restricted to locations in front of the
star, i.e., z > (R2  p2)1=2, since otherwise the optical depth be-
comes infinite, due to absorption by the star.
To account for the likely expansion of the clump size with the
overall wind expansion, let us specifically assume here that the
porosity length increases linearly with the radius, i.e., as h ¼ h0r.
Fortunately, for this physically quite reasonable case, the integral
in equation (8) can be evaluated analytically to give (cf. eq. [5] of
OC)
teA p; z½ 

¼ R
zh
arctan
1 h0ð Þz0
r 0zh=R
 
þ arctan z
0
zh
  z 0!1
z 0¼z
;
ð9Þ
where zh 

p2  R2 1 h0ð Þ2
	1=2
. In terms of the local direc-
tion cosine  ¼ z/r, the effective optical depth as a function of
spherical coordinates (, r) is given by
eA ; r½  ¼ teA
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2
p
r; r
h i
: ð10Þ
At any given radius, the projected Doppler shift from the wind
velocity depends only on the direction cosine . Thus, if we as-
sume that the intrinsic line profile of the local wind emission has
a narrow, delta-function form, then upon integration over emis-
sion direction, we find a simple transformation from direction
cosine to Doppler-shifted wavelength,  ! x/w rð Þ, where
w rð Þ ¼ v rð Þ/v1 ¼ 1 R /r is the scaled velocity law, and x 
k/k0  1ð Þc/v1 is the Doppler shift in wavelength k from line
center k0, measured in units of the wind terminal speed v1.
Figure 2 plots the porosity reduction in optical depth versus
wavelength x, for a selection of source radii r, with the panels
from left top to bottom assuming increasing porosity, parame-
terized by h0 ¼ 0:2, 1, and 5. In the top left panel, steep reduc-
tions only occur near those red-side wavelengths that, for the
given source radius, require ray passage through the very inner
wind, where the high density makes the clumps optically thick
even for the modest assumed porosity length. Since this gener-
ally means that the overall optical depth in these regions is also
quite high, the reductions still do not make the regions very trans-
parent. But for the increasing porosity cases in the middle and
lower panels, the reduction in optical depth occurs over a much
broader range of wavelengths.
Before deriving the effects of porosity on X-ray line profiles, it
is instructive to visualize the nature of the structure through some
specific manifestations of the clumps. For a relatively opaque
wind case, with average density corresponding to an optical depth
parameter , Figure 3 illustrates clumps with diameters that in-
creasewith radius as ‘ ¼ 0:1r, comparing caseswith porosity scale
factors h0 ¼ 1/100, 1/4, 1, and 4, corresponding to volume fill-
ing factors f ¼ 10, 0.4, 0.1, and 0.025 ( from center left to right).
For the smallest porosity scale (h0 ¼ 1/100; left panel ), the over-
all attenuation is quite similar to what would occur in a smooth
Fig. 2.—Ratio of the porosity-reduced effective optical depth to optical depth in a smooth wind, eA x/w rð Þ; r½ / x/w rð Þ; r½ , plotted vs. the scaled wavelength x, at
selected radii r in porosity models with h0 ¼ 0:2, 1, and 5 (left top to bottom panels). For each panel, the nine overplotted curves represent equal increments of scaled
inverse-radius coordinate from y  1 R/r ¼ 0:1 to 0.9, ordered from lower left to upper right.
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wind model. Increasing the porosity scale leads to gaps between
the clumps, but a strong increase in overall wind transparency
only occurs for the case with the largest porosity scale factor,
h0 ¼ 4. We now show this can also lead to notably more sym-
metric X-ray line profiles, but again only for cases with large
porosity lengths.
4. POROSITY EFFECT ON X-RAY
EMISSION-LINE PROFILES
With the optical depths in hand from equations (9) and (10),
the computation of the emission-line profiles follows directly the
approach by OC. The wavelength-dependent X-ray luminosity
can then be evaluated by straightforward numerical integration
of a single integral in the scaled inverse-radius coordinate y 
1 R /r (cf. eq. [9] of OC),
Lx /
Z 1
yx
dy
y3
exp eA  x
y
;
R
1 y
  
; ð11Þ
where yx  max jxj; 1 R /R0½ . For simplicity, we have as-
sumed here that the X-ray emission filling factor is zero below
a minimum X-ray emission radius R0, and constant above this
(i.e., the OC q ¼ 0 case). Specifically, we assume here an X-ray
emission onset radius of R0 ¼ 1:5R, roughly where instability
simulations show the appearance of self-excited wind structure
with embedded shocks (e.g., Runacres & Owocki 2002), and
roughly the favored value in detailed parameter fits to observed
X-ray spectra (Kramer et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 2006).
Figure 4 compares line profiles for various porosity scale fac-
tors, from the no-porosity case (h0 ¼ 0; upper left) to large fac-
tors (h0 ¼ 4; lower right). Note that the profiles with large optical
depth  ¼ 10 have strong blueshifted asymmetry for cases with
no or moderate porosity, (h0  1), and approach the near sym-
metry of the optically thin case ( ¼ 0:1; black curves; scaled to
have the highest peaks) only for models with a very large porosity
scale factor, h0 ¼ 2 or 4 (bottom panels).
5. DISCUSSION
The basic result here is that, for cases with a large overall wind
optical depth ( > 2), achieving a near symmetry in emission-
line profiles requires very large porosity lengths, hk r. Since
h  ‘/f , this implies that the wind structure must have either a
very large scale, ‘P r, or a small filling factor, f < ‘/r, or some
combination of these.
It is interesting to compare this result with those obtained by
Feldmeier et al. (2003) and Oskinova et al. (2004) for their more
specialized fractured-windmodels that assume the line-driven insta-
bility will lead to radially-compressed pancake structures separated
by strong rarefactions. These authors have generally argued that the
porous regions between such radially compressed structures could
allow transmission of emission from the back hemisphere, and thus
explain the greater-than-expected symmetry of observed X-ray
line profiles. However, their most recent efforts (Oskinova et al.
2006) to obtain symmetric profiles with this model have typi-
cally assumed quite large radial separations between the dense
compressions, on the order of a stellar radius or more.
This seems generally consistent with the requirement here
for large porosity lengths. Indeed, in this picture of pancakes
that arise from one-dimensional radial compressions, the volume
filling factor is just given by f ¼ ‘/L, where ‘ is now the radial
compression size of the pancakes, and L is the radial separation
between them. Then using our definition for the porosity length,
we see that, in this case, this porosity length is indeed just given
by the separation scale, h ¼ ‘/f ¼ L. Moreover, if the pancakes
are optically thick, this also gives a typical mean free path through
the porous wind, much as in our description above. In both an-
alyses, we see then that, for porosity to be sufficient to make the
wind transparent, this mean path has to be quite large, comparable
to or larger than a stellar radius.
Overall, these results thus raise serious issues for associat-
ing significant porosity reduction in X-ray absorption with the
small-scale wind structure expected from the intrinsic instability
of line driving. In linear analyses (e.g., Owocki &Rybicki 1984),
this instability occurs for radial perturbations on the scale of
the Sobolev length, LSob ¼ vth / dv/drð Þ  Rvth /v1. Since typi-
cal wind terminal speeds of order v1  1000 km s1 are much
larger than the typical ion thermal speed vth  10 km s1, we find
LSob  0:01R. In one-dimensional nonlinear simulations, this
is indeed the typical scale of initial structure in the inner wind,
with some subsequent outward increase due to merging as faster
shells collide with slower ones (e.g., Feldmeier 1995; Runacres
& Owocki 2002). But in two-dimensional models (Dessart &
Fig. 3.—Explicit manifestation of clump structure in models set to have statistical properties corresponding to porosity length scale factors h0 ¼ 1/100, 1/4, 1, and 4.
The individual clumps have a diameter that increases with radius as ‘ ¼ 0:1r, leading to radially-fixed volume filling factors f ¼ ‘0/h0 ¼ 10, 0.4, 1, and 0.025, re-
spectively. The leftmost panel, with the smallest porosity length, corresponds nearly to a completely smooth wind case. In each panel, the gray-scale level is proportional
to the transmission of a uniform illumination from the back, i.e., as exp ½ , where  is the integrated optical depth along any given line of sight. The optical thickness of
individual clumps decreases outward, with an overall level corresponding to a total wind optical depth parameter  ¼ 5. These visualizations assume that the viewer is
at infinity, so the apparent size of each clump is proportional to its linear scale, without any perspective effect; clumps that appear smaller actually are smaller, because
they are at smaller radii. For context, the central white disk illustrates the size and location of the central star, and for clarity, only clumps within the central 20 R are
included.
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Owocki 2003, 2005), individual clumpswith different radial speeds
can pass by each other, with shearing effects competing with
merging, so that the typical scale remains quite small. In both
one- and two-dimensional simulations, the net compression is
found to be quite moderate, with associated volume filling fac-
tors typically of order f  0:1. Thus, to the extent that the com-
plex structure can be characterized by a single porosity length, it
seems this would be of the order h ¼ 0:01R /0:1  0:1R, which
is much smaller than what the above analysis suggests is neces-
sary to give a substantial porosity effect on line profiles.
Of course, compared to the complex structure in such insta-
bility simulations, the above clump model is highly idealized
and even simplistic, characterizing the structure in terms of a sin-
gle size scale, and essentially assuming that the porous regions in
between the isolated clumps are completely empty and thus trans-
parent. But such simplifications would generally seem only to fa-
vor the development of porous transport, representing a kind of
best-case scenario; it thus seems quite significant that even in this
case, the requirements for achieving a significant porosity are ac-
tually quite stringent.
The more extensive porosity analysis by Owocki et al. (2004)
suggests, for example, that in a medium with a distribution of
clump scales, the porosity reduction in opacity scales with a
weaker-than-linear power of inverse density, e.g., 1/	 for power-
law distribution with positive index 	 < 1, which reflects self-
shielding as different scale clumps become optically thick. In
their ‘‘inside-out’’ context of porosity-mediated mass loss from
dense layers of the stellar envelope, thismodification tends to shift
the wind sonic point to higher density, thus serving to increase
the derived mass-loss rate. But in the present ‘‘outside-in’’ con-
text of wind attenuation of X-rays seen by an external observer,
the weaker scaling will only make it more difficult to give the
outer regions near the X-ray photosphere a significant porosity
reduction in absorption.
Fig. 4.—X-ray line profiles vs. scaled wavelength x  k/k0  1ð Þc/v1, overplotted in each panel for optical depth parameters  ¼ 0:1, 1, 3, 5, and 10, and normalized
to have peaks decrease by 5% for each step in . The panels compare results for various porosity scale factors h0 ¼ 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4, ordered from upper left to lower
right. The vertical dashed line marks the line center. Note that porosity canmake otherwise optically thick cases (i.e.,  ¼ 3, 5, and 10) have nearly symmetric profiles, but
only with quite large porosity scale factors, h0 > 1, as seen in the lowermost panels. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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Thus, despite the simplicity of our basic model and analysis,
we believe that the central physical arguments are quite general
and robust, indicating that significant porosity reductions in the
absorption of otherwise optically thick winds are only possible
for large porosity lengths h  ‘/f , implying either quite large size
scales ‘, or strong compressions into a small filling factor f, or
some combination of these. While large-scale structures may in-
deed exist in the winds of some specific stars, for example owing
to global magnetic fields, the kind of ubiquitous structure ex-
pected from the intrinsic instability of line driving seems simply
to have too small a scale to play much role in porosity reduction
of wind absorption. Similarly, observations of low-level wind
variability in bothO andWRwinds also seem likely to originate in
a large number of relatively small-scale structures (St.-Louis et al.
1993; Eversberg et al. 1998; Le´pine & Moffat 1999; Marchenko
et al. 2006), implying small porosity lengths that should not have
a very significant effect on X-ray line profiles.
Moreover, sufficiently large structure would seem likely to be
associated with temporal variability of emergent X-rays, due to,
e.g., rotational modulation of the attenuation (in addition to likely
modulations or even intrinsic variations in emission). Such vari-
ability is not generally seen in theX-ray spectra of hot stars, which
are typically found to be constant to a level of a few percent or so
(Cohen et al. 1997), although in the case of  Pup, variability has
been positively detected at the 6% level (Berghoefer et al. 1996).
Future, higher sensitivity X-ray telescopes may well detect ubiq-
uitous X-ray variability associated with wind structure, but this
variability would necessarily be below the current upper limits of
a few percent. In addition, because magnetic fields generally re-
tard or confine the wind outflow, leading to high-density struc-
tures (ud-Doula & Owocki 2002), their overall effect could even
be an overall increase in absorption, relative to what would oc-
cur in a smooth, spherically symmetric wind outflow. Taken to-
gether, these considerations seem to argue against an important
porosity effect from wind structure of any scale.
Of course, as extensively discussed in the literature, even
small-scale, optically thin structure can have a major impact on
diagnostics that scale with density squared, leading for example
to overestimates of the windmass-loss rate that scale with 1/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f 0
p
.
If mass-loss rates are thereby revised downward by significant
factors of 5 or more, then it becomes possible to explain the ob-
served near symmetry of observed X-ray line profiles in terms of
reduced overall optical depths  (Kramer et al. 2003; Cohen
et al. 2006) without needing to invoke any porosity reduction in
the effective opacity.
Mass-loss rate reductions of this magnitude have in fact been
recently suggested, based on non-LTEmodels of hot-star spectra
that include transitions with a mixed contribution from single-
density and density-squared processes (Bouret et al. 2005), and
based on FUSE observations of wind lines from a fuller range of
ions spanning the dominant stage (Fullerton et al. 2006). Such
substantial reductions in hot-starmass-loss rateswould have broad-
ranging implications, for example formassive-star evolution, and
for the physics of the interstellar medium.
6. SUMMARY
We have carried out a simplified, parameterized analysis of
the potential role of a porous medium in reducing the effective
absorption of X-rays emitted in an expanding stellar wind. In
contrast to the usual corrections for density-squared processes,
which depend only on the volume filling factor, we show that the
importance of such porosity effects depends largely on a quantity
we call the porosity length, which is set by the ratio of the char-
acteristic clump size scale to this filling factor. This determines
the density and opacity for which the individual clumps become
optically thick, leading to a local self-shielding within clumps
that reduces the effective opacity of the medium by a factor that
scales with the inverse density. A key result is that porosity re-
duction of absorption at a level to make an otherwise optically
thick line emission nearly symmetric requires very large poros-
ity lengths, on the order of the local radius or more, hk r. Be-
cause a large porosity length requires a combination of large-size
clump structures or a small, compressed filling factor, it seems
unlikely that this could result from the small scale, moderately
compressed structure expected from the intrinsic instability due
to line driving. Despite the simplicity of the basic model, the key
physical reasons for requiring large porosity lengths seem quite
general and robust. An overall conclusion is thus that explaining
the unexpectedly symmetric form for observed X-ray line pro-
files may instead require substantial reductions in inferred mass-
loss rates.
The parameterization developed here for the porosity reduc-
tion of opacity (see eq. [6]) is simple enough to lend itself to gen-
eral application within spectroscopic analysis codes like XSPEC.
Future work on fitting observed spectra could then derive more
specific requirements for porosity models to match line profiles,
allowing one to explore further the trade-off between invoking
porosity or lowering the wind mass-loss rate.
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